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MACHINE FOR TURNING, &c., wooDEN SHEAVES AND PINs. For ships tacks. 
... . . . BLOCKS AND PULLEYs . . . . . 

To altiellon it may concern: 
Be it known that I, THon. As 

den and State of Massachusetts, but now of 
the city, county and State of New York, 
have invented, inade, and applied to use cer 
tain new and useful Iimprovements in Meth 
ods of Turning and Finishing Wooden. 
Sheaves, and Pins for Ships Tackle Blocks and Pulleys, and that the said improvements 0. 
and the machinery by which the same are 
effected are correctly set forth in the follow 
ing description, which refers to the drayings 
hereunto s 
sheet No. 1 

uses of all such parts being respectively and 
consecutively her;inafter set forth, and the 
same letters and figures refer to the siniilar 
parts in the drawings so far as they are 
alike in their forms and uses. 

25 A, A, Figure 1, are the standard 
Frames or beds, and posts shown as of wood, 
but may 
is fixed. - . B, B, are two fixed metal heads, or rests 
toward one end of the Iihachine. 
C, C, are two other fixed metalheads or 

20 

S5 cross bars D, D, haying on each end a slide 
piece fitted with a bird beak rebate it which 
the slide frame E, E, trayels. The right 
hand bar D, being made of a sufficient size. 

A at one end to receive the allor, and crank handle a, to which is fitted the pinion C, 40 
that gears into the toothed rack (, fitted on - the side frame E and thus gives and regul On the 
saune side of the slide frame is fixed the 
lates the atotion of the slide frame. 

45 transverse slide rest, F, to which motion is 
given by the crank handle, aid screw (d. coll 
nected to the side and gage 6. Across the 
slide frane E, is fixed the cutter bar G, 
fitted to receive the cutters f, f, so as they 

50 may be brouglit ngai'er to. or extended 
working through slot holes in the bar G. 
These cutters may the fitter advanced, i. 
drawi back by siding tick in the b-sby 

is is the slots is it: ::: Sier, it: ks. On the left 
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THOMAs BLANCHARD, of New York, N.Y., . 
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BLANCHARD, 
late of Springfield, in the county of Hamp 

specificatibii, in which said drawings the 
exhibits an orthographical per 

'spective plan of the principai nachine as 
invented and used by me, and of certain de 
tached, or shifting and changeable parts, the 

E. and making a part of this 

frames. 

be of iron, on which the machinery. 

farther from each other as screws ari ni its 

hand inner rest C, is fitted a tool carriage. 
had of a piece of metal bent to a flanchto: 
the flat part lying on, and screwed to the 
tipper part of therest and adjusted to the , 
require TE: by the screw working inse: a slot. The vertical part has fitted on to it. 
the back or hooked cutter No. 2, which is rade inform of a metalleyer jointed ontos. the flanged tool carriage having a point. 
turned so as to present a pointed cutter to: 
the contrary side of the sheave to that oper. 
sted on by either or both of the cutters i, f. i. In the rests C, C, on the left hand areya. 
bearings, and caps gig, in which is fixed the 
mandril: h, which is made with: a female. 
screw or socket at the working end to re 
ceive: atly required form or size of center. 
chuck to the handril. On the mandrill, is . . . E. or drun i, to be connected by a belt to any prime moving power, and thus is 
give motion to the mandril, center, and 
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sheave when the sheave is being turned, as . 
hereafter described. In the rests B, B, on the right land are two bearings, and caps 
i,j, retaining and guiding the wrench bar 
K. made with a bend at one end, and the ex". 
tremity turned up so as to form a square 
ended socket wrench whose center is in a 
line with the center of the mandrill h, the 
bars being worked by a crank handle at the 8s 
other end. When the machine as thus far. . 

nests toward the opposite end of the na- described is to be used for turning sheaves 
chine. Upon the outside of the middle of 
each of these pair of rests is one each of two. 

a central chuckl, shown detached in Fig. 3, 
and having a nose the size of the pin R 
in the sheave is fixed in the hollow end of 
the mathdrill, and the rough sheave having 
been bored for the pin is put on the nose, . . 
and secured by the nut M, having a square. 
head, and rebated flanches shown also it.' . 
the detached Fig. 3. This nut is screwed gas. 
tightly on by the square eded socket wrench 
bar K, and the mandrill being driven by 
power communicated through the drun i. 
The workman by the crank handle a, brings 
the slide frame E, with, the ceilter bar.G, 
and cutters f, f, up to the sheave-the cutters being accurately adjusted to strip the sleave 
to the required dialete on one side, and the 
hocked cutter 2, on the inner left had rest. 

operates by the workman's left hand, on 
tle opposite side of the sheave, and by being 
adjusted to the same diameter of cut as the 
cuiters f, f, finishes tie ::ges of the sheaye 
st are and clear thereby rejoving the 

:rfluous material on the edge if the at 

so 
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rough sheaye, and when this operation is 
completed the transverse slide rests F, have 
ing been properly adjusted by the gage stop. 
2, at ono of the frame E, will be exactly 
centrical with the thickness of the sheave, 
and the working line of the gage being below 
the level of the cutters f, f, the workman ad 
varioestle gage to the sheave by the slide 
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screw d, and cuts the groove in the sheave. 
10 for the rope to lie in. The sheave is then: 

completed so far, then removed by reversing 
the operation of the bar K, and another 
rough sheave is put in to undergo the same. ... operation, ... and by proper adjustments 

5 

pins for sheaves the cutters f, f, and 2, are 
itemoved, and also the center wrench K, and. 

, the nuts n, ai, are placed in the outside rests 
20 

through ther as shown in the detached Fig. 
2, sheet1, the inner end of which bar.centers ... in one end of the square pin p, the other end. 
of the pin being retained to the mandril 

25 nose by the pressure given by the worlman 
screwing in the puppet bar-O, the pin is 
taken at the other end by two or more spurs 

80 the pin turns on the center point at the end 
of the puppet bar O, when motion is given 
to theniandril as before described. The 

shayes of all sizes maybe thus turned and, 
finished so far. . When it is required to form made and completed for use. 

machine as myinyention, separately, and 
B, B, having the long puppet center bar C, 

in a chuck which is fortied for the purpose my hand, August 11935. and is now placed on the mandrid nose, and 

puppet bar goes through a mill tool shown . . . 
detached in Fig. 4, sheet. 1, and in full 
size Fig. 1, sheet 2, whose hole is the re-st 
guired size of the pin, and the mill tool ad 
justed by screw on the cutter bar G. The . 
workman moves the frame E, and mill tool 
toward and along the pin by the crank. 
laandle a, the teeth of the mill tool will now. 
strip of the angles of the pinp, and finishit round and polished exactly to the required...: 
size. The pin is then removed, and others, placed successively to go through the same: ; 
preparation, and by proper tools and adjust- a 5. 
nents wooden pins of: any required size or 
length, of for any other purpose may be thus ... . 
I do not claim any of the parts: of said ". 

a - b e. . . . 50. unconnected with sid machine; but . . . . . . . I do claim as iny invention, and improve.- : * ment-the aboye described parts of the 
aforesaid machine, so adapted to each other, 
and combined in manner aforesaid so as to 55 produce the above results in the manner . . 
the same.. above described, or any other substantially . . . 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
fiÖSBiANCHARD. 

Witesses: . . . . . . . ." 
JoHN N. TAYLOR, . 
JAMEs H. SANFORD, . 

  

  

  

  


